


BIKECULTURE
PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
Dressing up, cleaning up and brightened up

GREASE MONKEY WIPES
Grease Monkey Wipes are individually-packed degreas-

ing wipes geared towards cyclists. The non-toxic citrus
based, all natural grease cleaning formula is made to han-
dle heavy-duty cleaning, including bike grease and road
grime associated with any mid-ride repair or post-ride
cleanup. These durable degreasing wipes can easily clean
not only skin, but oily chains and dirty frames. The lanolin
and vitamin E-enhanced wipes sell for $12 per dozen.
www.greasemonkeywipes.com

BIKEGLOW LIGHTS
BikeGlow Safety Light is a new product that helps make

cyclists more visible to vehicles in low light and even complete
darkness. BikeGlow is a completely waterproof, battery-operat-
ed light system that wraps around the frame of a bicycle.
BikeGlow is powered by two AA batteries in the power unit that
provides 120 hours of protection when set to a flashing mode,
and 50 hours when set for constant illumination. $24.95
www.bikeg/ow.com

GIRO SHOES
Longtime helmet maker Giro is behind one of the break-

out products for 2011 with the introduction of a full line of
road and mountain bike shoes. The four model road line
includes a women's specific shoe, plus the $280 Factor
(above), which is available in three different colors. The
lightweight shoes feature Easton carbon soles. Look for a
complete test in the next issue. www.giro.com
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DANNYSHANEJERSEYS
DannyShane jerseys are made from a blend of bamboo white

ash and an artificial microfiber, which yields a comfortable and
unique texture. Part of DannyShane's "Retrospective Race" line,
the Black Turin jersey retails for $119, and the Tinsley Limited
jersey, part of their "Tartan Performance" line, retails for $139.
Both jerseys feature a full-length front zipper, rubberized waist
gripper and three taper-cut rear pockets, plus an additional
back zip pocket designed for an MP3 player or communication
device. Both jerseys are available in sizes small to x-large.
www.dannyshane.com


